
APUSH Examination Review Guide

Unit 3– 1754-1800

Section 1— Significance of Turning Points

1754

Changes— the development of the British colonies comes to an end in North America and war breaks 
out between Britain and France over disputed territories in North America and around the world

Continuities— the growth of slavery, immigration and migration, Native American conflict, and issues in 
foreign affairs between the British and the French

Turning Point: The French and Indian War would lead to the American Revolution and eventually the 
independence and development of the United States of America. 

1800

Changes— the election of Jefferson, the development of the Marshall Court, tremendous geographical 
growth and slavery becomes a divisive issue

Continuities— slavery, Native American conflict, and issues in foreign affairs with the British and the 
French

Turning Point: The election of Jefferson would lead to the development of the US into the West with the 
purchase of Louisiana and continued issues with both the powers of Europe and the Native Americans. 
Slavery becomes a divisive issue. 

Section 2— Key Terms as Defined by the Curriculum Framework

French-Indian War— America in the World— conflict over disputed territory between the French and 
their Indian allies and the British and the colonists that became a global war by 1756.

Colonial Elites— Social Structures— wealthy coastal merchants and plantation owners who made up a 
minority of the population but controlled a large amount of property, wealth, and political power in the 
early colonial world.

Patriots— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— colonists who wished to secede from the British Empire and to 
create their own nation-state.

Washington’s Farewell Address— America in the World— promoted the early American foreign policy 
stance of isolationism- meaning that the young nation would stay out of European conflicts

Thomas Paine— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— influential writer whose work gave us the desire to break-
way from Great Britain during the early stages of the American Revolution.



Declaration of Independence— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— document which formalized our secession 
from the British Empire and which stated that our new nation would be based on natural human rights.

Constitution— Politics and Power— document which gave the blueprint for the new American 
government based on the values of European enlightenment thinking and republican values. It created a 
republic based on representative democratic values.

Federalism— Politics and Power— the new nation would have a government in which the local, state, 
and national government would share power with one another in operating the nation.

Republican Motherhood— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— the idea that women served an important role in 
the new nation because they both raised and educated future boys who would be decision-makers in the 
new nation.

French Revolution— America in the World— a revolution that had it roots from the French and Indian 
War and the American Revolution which made the new nation have to try to choose between 
continuing its Revolutionary-era alliance with France, forge a better relationship with Britain, or to steer 
a middle course of isolationism- the first foreign policy challenge for the new nation.

Common Sense— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— a pamphlet written during the early stages of the 
American Revolution by Thomas Paine which convinced American patriots to fight for their 
independence from Great Britain.

Articles of Confederation — Politics and Power — A document which created a loose central 
government and made the states very powerful, but its inadequacies such as the lack of a court system,  
inability to regulate trade, lack of a standing army to defend the nation, lack of an executive branch, and 
the inability to tax led the new nation to eventually adopt the Constitution which featured a strong 
central government and put the nation on a pathway to prosperity. 

Separation of Powers — Politics and Power — it separated our government in the Constitution into 
branches which were powerful enough to check one another. 

Ratification Process — Politics and Power — the important process which allowed for the approval and 
adoption of the Constitution as the law of the land for the new nation. 

Seven Years’ War — America in the World — a global conflict which pitted Britain and its allies including 
the colonists against the French and their allies which would shape the destinies of the future United 
States as well as the British and French empires. 

Loyalists — Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture — American colonists who wished to stay loyal to Great Britain 
during the American Revolution. 

Legislative Branch — Politics and Power — the only branch of the Constitution which features a 
chamber,  the House of Representatives, that is popularly elected and after 1913 Senators are also 
popularly elected. According to the Constitution, it is the branch of government which has the most 
defined responsibilities in the American government. 

Bill of Rights — Politics and Power — guaranteed individual rights and was added to the Constitution to 
please those who feared the power of a strong central government. 



American Revolution — Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture — the process of conflict, developing the 
Constitution, and putting the American experiment into practice. 

Northwest Ordinance — Politics and Power — put in place the process by which new states would 
enter the Union but also in 1787, before the Constitution was written, defined a northern and southern 
boundary for the future expansion of slavery. (Written by Thomas Jefferson)

George Washington — Politics and Power— led the nation through the American Revolution, the 
development of the Constitution, and the first formative years of the American experiment as the first 
American president. 

Backcountry — Geography and Environment — the area of the new nation that made up the growing 
frontier of small farmers and towns which always felt underrepresented in the new and growing republic. 

Section 3— Primary Source Analysis

Source One

Title: Paul Revere’s Engraving of the Boston Massacre— 1770
Author: Paul Revere
Point of View: The British soldiers were responsible for the massacre of innocent colonial citizens in 
Boston.
Purpose: It was to anger the colonists about the situation that was brewing between the British soldiers 
and the citizens of the port of Boston.
Audience: Other colonists who may not be aware of the growing situation and tensions between the 
British and the colonists in the port of Boston.
Context: The British have passed two acts to clamp down on the need for taxation revenue from the 
colonies to pay for the French and Indian War and to deal with colonial protests— the Townshend Acts 
and the Quartering Act which further angered the colonists.

Source Two

Title: Two Versions of the Preamble to the Constitution— 1787
Author: The Members of the Constitutional Convention
Point of View: It shifted from having the states give the document its legitimacy to having the people give 
it its legitimacy- which signaled the shift from a loose confederation of states to a united nation of 
people.
Purpose: It was a paragraph designed to provide an opening to the legitimacy of the Constitution
Audience: The American people and to the eventual critics of the Constitution
Context: The failures of the Articles of Confederation have caused socio-economic disturbances such as 
Shays’s Rebellion throughout the young nation and have spelled-out the need for a strong central 
government to provide stability for the young nation to begin its pathway forward on a solid footing. 



Section 4— Turning Points in US History:

1776

Changes: the Declaration of Independence
Continuities: war with the British and the Native Americans
Turning Point- it provided a sense of unity in the struggle against the British

1788

Changes: the Constitution and the seating of a new government as a republic
Continuities: slavery, debt, Native American conflict, and conflict with Britain and France
Turning Point- From this point forward, the United States would be a model of republicanism to the rest 
of the world. 

Section 5— Crash Course Video Review Guides:

Video #5— The Seven Years’ War and the First Great Awakening

1. “And as far as causes go, the Seven Years War was, really like most wars, about economics?” 
2. Describe mercantilism AND the colonial role within this economic system. — government should 
regulate the economy to increase national power- colonies produced raw materials and then bought the 
finished goods
3. Describe the role of slaves in the mercantilist system. — most like tobacco and sugar were produced 
by slave labor
4. What region were the French moving to and what were they forming? Why is this a problem for Brits? 
— Mississippi and Ohio River Valleys for the fur trade and create trading posts and it created a Native 
American issue for the British
5. Who were the winners and losers as a result of the French and Indian War and the Treaty of Paris of 
1763? Explain? — Winners- Spain and France received valuable sugar islands while the Native Americans 
were now hemmed-in by the British
6. Describe Pontiac’s Rebellion, the Proclamation of 1763, AND how they are related. — an armed revolt 
by the Native Americans and to avoid future conflicts the British forbade settlers west- it was ignored by 
settlers who felt that they had won that territory
7. Describe republicanism, liberalism, AND how they undermined political authority. — property owning 
citizens possessed virtue, protect natural rights (liberty given up so a government could protect natural 
rights)
8. What was the Great Awakening AND its effects? — revival of religion; new denominations— being 
born again as a Christian (humans should just repent; and an individual has it within them to be saved
9. So, one of the keys of the American Revolution was the breakdown in respect for authority. And this 
was fueled partly by economics, partly by political philosophies that undermined effects in governance 
from afar, and partly by religious revivals that criticized not only church hierarchies, but also other 
aspects of colonial society. 

Video #6— Taxes and Smuggling— Prelude to Revolution

1. The Seven Years ended with the Treaty of Paris in 1763 which made the colonists cranky because... — 
it limited their ability to take land from the Indians and it also left them holding the bag with a lot of war 
debts



2. Describe Britain’s earlier taxation AND the post French and Indian War taxation. What’s different? — 
taxes were on colonial trade, but now this is for revenue not to regulate trade (smuggling was easier, 
too)
3. What actions did the colonists take in response to the Stamp Act? — boycotts of British goods
4. What are boycotts AND how were they effective? — they were coordinated and got the act repealed
5. List 3 steps the British took in response to the Boston Tea Party AND list 3 Colonial responses to 
these steps. — Massachusetts Governing Act, Quartering Act and the Quebec Act; Massachusetts passed  
resolutions for all colonies to disobey them, to also stop paying taxes, and to prepare for war
6. What was the First Continental Congress’ significance? — first colonial-wide or American government
7. How are the American Revolution and the American War for Independence different? — declaring 
independence does not make one independent and the revolution had started earlier
8. Why were some colonies/states opposed to independence? — elites in some colonies (New York and 
Pennsylvania)- had a lot to lose and remained loyal to Britain
9. List the points that Thomas Paine made in Common Sense AND the significance of the pamphlet. — 
America was special and exceptional- it convinced us to fight for independence

Video #7— Who Won the American Revolution?

1. Contrast the strategies of the British and the Americans in the Revolutionary War. — capture all of the 
cities and force the colonists to surrender and for the colonists to simply continue fighting
2. What role did African Americans, Native Americans AND Women play in the war & how were each 
affected? — some fought against the colonists and others sought freedom with the British; some fought 
for the British others with the Americans; and some fought, but most considered to be wards of their 
husbands, but republican motherhood became important in instructing their sons in how to be good 
republicans
3. What wasn’t revolutionary about the Revolutionary War AND what was? it did not change the 
measures of freedoms for slaves, women, or Native Americans— but, it did guarantee natural rights and 
true religious freedom and to a split in the economy in the north and the south
4. What was hypocritical about the Declaration of Independence, American Revolution, and slavery? — all 
men were created equal but many had slaves— slaves to taxation? 
5. What does Enlightenment thinker John Locke say about slavery and explain? — liberty with property 
(slaves were property)
6. What resulted from northern African American protests against slavery and the extent? — by 1804 all 
of the states in the north had abolished slavery 
7. What was a revolutionary outcome of the war AND how is this different prior to the war? — 
equality- the idea that no one American was any different than one another- birth was not destiny

Video #8— The Constitution, the Articles, and Federalism-

1. What were 3 features of the AOC, 3 weaknesses, and 3 strengths? — one house government and each 
state had one vote; it was difficult to find agreement or to change and it could not run a functioning 
nation; it could declare war, coin money, and negotiate treaties- it had no army, no court system, no 
executive, could not regulate trade and the inability to tax
2. What are 2 things to know about the Northwest Ordinance? — set up the process of new states 
(Indians had to be treated better); it outlawed slavery in the new states; creating a north/south border 
for slavery
3. Describe Shays’ Rebellion, Thomas Jefferson’s take on it, AND elites’ understanding of the event. — no 
way of dealing with debt, so the government which could not trade or tax, but, too much democratic 
liberty could threaten private property; rich bondholders might not get paid back



4. Why did the delegates go to Philadelphia after Shay’s Rebellion? — to tweak the Articles of 
Confederation, but instead write the Constitution 
5. Describe the Virginia and New Jersey plans as well as the Great Compromise. — Virginia- two-house 
legislature w. proportional representation (House of Representatives); New Jersey— each state has a 
vote (Senate)
6. List three ways in which slaves were effected by the Constitution? (3/5 Compromise; Fugitive Slave 
Clause; and word slave was never used— could not escape slavery)
7. What Constitutional features protected against tyranny and radicalism of too much democracy? — 
separation of powers and federalism
8. Who were the authors of the Federalists Papers AND what did they want? — Hamilton, Madison, and 
Jay— to convince people that a strong central government will not undermine our liberties
9. What were the beliefs of anti-federalists AND who were they largely comprised of versus federalists? 
— feared a strong central government and wanted a Bill of Rights- supported by common people and 
small farmers

Video #9— Where did US Politics Come From?

1. Explain 4 parts of Hamilton’s vision as to what the United States should look like. — mercantile, 
manufacturing center, a strong government, and governed by the elite (rich, able, and well-born); affiliated 
w/ Britain
2. Explain 4 parts of Jefferson’s vision as to what the United States should look like. — agrarian; less 
trade, or manufacturing, small government, and was an avowed democrat (masses could govern 
themselves); affiliated w/France
3. What evidence is provided that Republicans weren’t “better democrats?” — many were slaveholders 
and others supported the French Revolution which was quite radical
4. List Hamilton’s 5 points. — establish the nation’s credit, create a national debt, create a national bank, a 
whiskey tax, and create tariffs to grow manufacturing
5. What criticism did Jefferson offer of the 5 point plan and what is this known as? — none was in the 
Constitution, as they had none of their own 
6. What deal was struck between Hamilton and Jefferson? — agreed to the first four points of Hamilton’s 
plan in exchange for DC— capital in the South
7. What were the causes that led to Jay’s Treaty AND the results?— impressment of American sailors and 
it improved British trade relations but stated nothing about the issue of impressment
8. What is the significance/main idea of the Mystery document? — that women have the ability to be 
equal to men (Judith Sargent Murray)
9. What is the flaw made evident in the Election of 1796? — the president and the vice-president were 
from opposite political parties
10. What were the factors that led to the passage of the Alien & Sedition acts & what was the response 
to these? — quasi-war w/France; the Virginia and Kentucky legislatures wrote out against them- led to 
the idea of nullification (in only the first decade— American politics were very divided). 


